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Ahead to the Past (Part III of III): The Evolution of New
Rules of Engagement in the Age of Social Inflation and
Nuclear Verdicts
The rst two parts of this series discussed the role of certain tactics and improper summation
techniques and what the defense bar and the judiciary can and should do to curb these abuses
and restore sane, predictable, compensatory justice to the tort system. This third and last part
turns outside the courtroom itself to the broader culture that enables these abuses.
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As waves of nuclear and excessive verdicts have crashed on the shores of our civil litigation system over the
past decade, there have been e orts to understand, label, and prevent them from recurring. The need to
understand and arrest this troubling development has assumed an added sense of urgency as New York
State buckles under the weight of increasing taxes,[i] the highest tort costs per household,[ii] the exorbitant
cost of living,[iii] the highest taxpayer exodus,[iv] and the devastating nancial impact of COVID-19.[v]

The rise of nuclear and excessive verdicts is attributable to many factors, including increased litigiousness,
rising economic inequality, shifting appreciations for the value of money, anti-corporate animus, and the
plainti bar’s success in employing innovative tactics to exploit this milieu, especially with regard to the
component of pain and su ering. In the rst two parts of this series, we discussed the role of these tactics
and improper summation techniques that we broadly classed under the umbrella “How Dare They Defend?”
or “HDTD” and what the defense bar and the judiciary respectively can and should do to curb these abuses
and restore sane, predictable, compensatory justice to the tort system.[vi] Now in this third part, we turn
outside the courtroom itself to the broader culture that enables these abuses.
The legal industry’s own role in fanning the ames has been a critical, but underappreciated, piece of the
puzzle. Year after year, legal publications and websites around the country lionize nuclear verdicts through
annual lists of Top Verdicts. There’s even a website devoted exclusively to this task.[vii] The plainti
rms
that generate these nuclear verdicts are feted by the Bar as if this were a good thing.
Deifying these verdicts fuels the upward spiral of verdicts by encouraging an arms race amongst plainti s’
lawyers while incrementally normalizing otherwise outlandish awards. Simply stated, the time has come to
recalibrate the messaging surrounding nuclear verdicts. Bigger, in this case, is not better. Instead, these
verdicts should be seen for what they are: an a ront to the orderly administration of justice.
Absent a fundamental shift in attitudes, the strategies o ered in parts one
(https://www.law.com/newyorklawjournal/2020/07/13/ahead-to-the-past-the-evolution-of-new-rules-ofengagement-in-the-age-of-social-in ation-and-nuclear-verdicts/) and two
(https://www.law.com/newyorklawjournal/2020/07/20/ahead-to-the-past-part-ii-of-iii-the-evolution-of-newrules-of-engagement-in-the-age-of-social-in ation-and-nuclear-verdicts-currently-existing-tools-for-the-newyork-bench-and-bar-to-repair-the/?LikelyCookieIssue=true) of our series can only achieve success on a partial
or case by case basis. But the true path to stemming the tide of nuclear verdicts lies in reshaping the legal
culture across the board. As renowned management consultant Peter Drucker famously observed, “Culture
eats strategy for breakfast.”

Just Compensation
As we discussed in part two (https://www.law.com/newyorklawjournal/2020/07/20/ahead-to-the-past-part-iiof-iii-the-evolution-of-new-rules-of-engagement-in-the-age-of-social-in ation-and-nuclear-verdicts-currentlyexisting-tools-for-the-new-york-bench-and-bar-to-repair-the/) of this series, the Court of Appeals has long
held “[t]hat an award of damages to a person injured by the negligence of another is to compensate the
victim, not to punish the wrongdoer.”[viii] The goal is to ensure that the plainti receives “just compensation
commensurate with the injury sustained”[ix] while recognizing that recovery of damages for pain and
su ering and loss of enjoyment of life constitutes a “legal ction.”[x] New York law, through the legislative
compromise of CPLR 5501(c), provides a mechanism for xing the gure required to fairly compensate a
plainti for his or her injuries. Critically, the statute e ectively imposes a $10 million cap on pain and
su ering awards, with just two appellate reviewed cases ever crossing this threshold.[xi]

Perpetuating A Problem
Nuclear verdicts out these basic precepts of New York law. Rather than provide just compensation, they
are thinly veiled e orts to punish the defendant that are nearly always awarded at the speci c request of
plainti ’s counsel,[xii] and nearly always accompanied by an invocation of several improper themes for jury
consideration.[xiii] Nuclear verdicts never stand and exact a steep price. The parties expend substantial
resources on post-trial motion practice, bonds and associated motion practice, and appeals. As a
consequence, plainti s often wait years to receive their just compensation, and defendants are charged with
9% interest. The courts commit precious resources to deciding these motions and appeals, adding further
burdens to an already overworked and underfunded system. The average New Yorker feels the pain too.

Nuclear verdicts (and routinely excessive verdicts) drive insurers from the market and increase premiums.
The twin pressures of decreasing competition and increased insurance costs are ultimately passed through
to the consumer. This is the same consumer and taxpayer who was leaving New York at a higher rate than
any of the 50 states even before COVID-19

“Words Matter”[xiv]
Despite the restraints imposed on pain and su ering awards and the deleterious consequences of nuclear
verdicts, the Bar routinely exalts these verdicts—and, implicitly, the tactics that generate them—that
blatantly defy CPLR 5501(c)’s strictures.[xv] This serves as incredibly positive advertising for the plainti
rms whose verdicts make the list. Indeed, these rms post such articles and list such verdicts with pride on
their websites proclaiming “hundreds of millions” or “over a billion” dollars in “recoveries.”[xvi]
The veneration of these verdicts in articles, lists, and websites creates the impression that extravagant
awards are the norm, but this is an incomplete and misleading picture. Our group has collected and
analyzed data to highlight some of the serious structural problems ailing civil litigation in New York State
courts. Most notably, we published a study based on a decade of nuclear verdicts in New York to
demonstrate the pernicious problem of improper summation anchoring.[xvii] A key nding was this: these
“top verdicts” that are celebrated each year are ctitious, and reduced to a mere fraction of the amount via
settlement or Appellate Division remittitur. That is to say, these bloated verdicts are entirely illusory and do
not accurately re ect the true value of claims in New York.

Changing the Narrative
Courts have long recognized that litigation is a “search for the truth rather than a sporting contest.”[xviii]
Lauding nuclear verdicts, which are always resolved for a fraction thereof, fosters the culture of
gamesmanship that is antithetical to the basic tenets of our judicial system. It is di cult to conjure up
another scenario where the legal industry would heap praise on temporary verdicts that were so sharply at
odds with the law. Surely the industry would not praise lengthy prison sentences that were obtained
through prosecutorial misconduct or defense verdicts in civil actions that owed to discovery violations. While
these analogies are not perfect, they are illustrative insofar as nuclear verdicts, like prosecutorial misconduct
and civil discovery violations, inevitably involve breaches of well-settled rules that are designed to promote
fundamental fairness.
Unfortunately, there is no magic formula for shifting the current culture surrounding nuclear verdicts. But
there are some basic common-sense steps that the industry should take to address the problem. First, as
with any issue, the Bar must recognize that nuclear verdicts are a problem, and that the current narrative
around these awards is perpetuating the problem. A problem cannot be resolved until it is acknowledged.
[xix]
Second, after acknowledging the problem, it is important to consider how nuclear verdicts are portrayed in
the industry. As evidenced by the lists of top verdicts, they are admired, honored, and treated as an
accomplishment indicative of superior lawyering. Rather than framing these awards as a mark of excellence
or high achievement to be emulated, nuclear verdicts should be cast in terms of a systemic failure, an
overstepping by counsel, and/or a jury mistake that must be corrected. In other words, a nuclear verdict
should not be celebrated, but instead treated as an aberration that adversely impacts the litigants, the
courts, and society.
Third, and perhaps most importantly, the Bar should ensure that greater context is provided for nuclear
verdicts. While lists collecting top verdicts are unlikely to disappear, they should be accompanied by
additional information that allows the reader to better appreciate what the award actually means. Along
these lines, greater e orts should be made to catalogue and publicize how these top verdicts are ultimately

resolved. This involves follow-up articles and data collection surrounding settlements and remittiturs as well
as the creation of an annual list detailing the top verdict reductions; projects that our group has already
begun to undertake. Publishing additional data will help reshape the dialogue around nuclear verdicts by
illustrating that these awards are eeting anomalies that represent a failure in the system or a manipulation
of the system, rather than a triumph of justice.
Nuclear verdicts serve no purpose – let’s stop celebrating them.
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